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“A Light, Formed In The Heavens,
Moves You”: Art and Sight in Dante’s
Purgatorio as an Intermediary to
Free Will and Love
A. Joseph McMullen,
Bucknell University
In Canto XXXIII Beatrice says to Dante, “I wish that, if not
written, then sketched out, / you carry what I’ve said inside
you…”1 For Dante pilgrim, the art of Purgatory is central not only
in purging the penitent, but also in understanding and
transference of meaning. Primarily, art is used in Purgatory as a
means of reliving one’s sin in order to completely purge it from the
body and conscience. However, art and sight are also the main
methods by which Dante pilgrim comprehends and is able to make
sense of Purgatory. He sees and because he sees, he is able to
understand. This being the case, Purgatory becomes a realm
written in images. Dante pilgrim must write what he sees, even if
he can not realize complete meaning. If he cannot write it, Beatrice
asks him to at least sketch it out – in images. Purgatorio, in effect,
then becomes a living canvas where images connect and, in some
cases, even transcend a subject-object split. However, to
completely purge oneself, a conscious choice to embrace sight and
art is necessary. The penitent must use the exemplars to gain a
more profound understanding of self and of their past sins. To
accomplish complete purging, they must choose art. They have to
make this choice because, for the penitent and denizens of
Purgatory, art is the real. Therefore, art acts as a form of
intermediary to free will. For Dante pilgrim, it is through sight
and art – which, in Purgatorio, doubles as the real – that the
concept of the “good” love, the correct desire, and the true choice
of free will can, as a nascent quality, make itself manifest.
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Clockwise from top left: Fig. 1. Gustave Doré, “Arachne” Fig. 2.
Salvador Dalí, “Arachne” Fig. 3. Gustave Doré, “Whore and
Giant” Fig. 4. Salvador Dalí, “Greed”
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i. “But In Their Artistry More True In Their Resemblance”:
Defining Art In Purgatorio
Before connecting art to free will, art must first be defined
within Purgatorio. There are primarily two types of image
classifications in Purgatorio. The first is that of the exemplars used
to reveal sin to the penitent and to cause them to relive their pain.
In Canto XII, Virgil instructs Dante to cast down his eyes to the
floor, to the carved images. The prideful, hunched over by heavy
stones on their backs, see these images as they walk.
As gravestones set above the buried dead
bear witness to what once the were,
their carven images recalling them to mind,
making us grieve with frequent tears
when recollection pricks and spurs
the faithful heart with memories,
so were these figures sculpted there
along that road carved from the mountainside,
but in their artistry more true in their resemblance.2

The images are meant for the penitent to grieve. As the sculpted
figures are exemplars of pride – such as Nimrod, Sennacherib,
Arachne, or Troy – the examples are not only simple pictures of
pride but actual experiences. These images recall the penitent’s
past sins to mind and are the cause of frequent tears. The images
make them feel.
These images are able to make the penitent feel because
they move beyond the realm of plainly an image, of basic art. In
Purgatorio, the art is essentially more true than the real thing, in the
former’s resemblance: “Dead seemed the dead, living seemed the
living.”3 For Dante pilgrim, these images live and breathe. This
sentiment is magnified in the intersemiotic translations4 of
Purgatorio painted by Salvador Dalí (Fig. 2) and Gustave Doré (Fig.
1). In illustrating the circle of the prideful, both choose to create a
living Arachne in their painting rather than a carven image. These
paintings reveal an Arachne who is clearly not an image. Both
artists envision a spider that is not a carven figure but is as real as
the penitent in purgatory. This is the same reaction that Dante or
the penitent would receive when “experiencing” Arachne.
Walking over the “image” would become so real that grief would
be inevitable. The “images” are so real that the penitents are
forced to relive their sins.
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The second primary use of images and sight in Purgatorio is
found within the concept of ‘to see is to understand’. The images
that Dante pilgrim relates as happening within the Earthly
paradise transcend Earthly limits. The allegory of the Church
Triumphant, the gryphon as Christ, and the transformations of the
Church in this world in Canto XXXII are all observed. Matelda tells
Dante, “My brother, look and listen,”5 at the coming of the
processional of the Church Triumphant. Dante pilgrim does not
have to ask what the processional means, nor does he ascribe any
meaning to it. The processional is simply art to the reader –
something observed but which, as the carven exemplars of pride
reveal, in Purgatory can become more than an image, can
transcend image and become complete truth.
Thus, Doré and Dalí’s intersemiotic translations of the
corrupt Church – the beast with seven heads and ten horns and, to
signify the Avignon papacy, a prostitute – in the allegory of the
transformation of the Church is a creature that has no description.
As the text relates: “Thus transformed, the holy edifice / put forth
heads on all its parts, / three on the shaft and one at every
corner— / the first three bore horns like oxen, the others had a
single horn upon their foreheads— / such a monster as never seen
before.”6 Doré (Fig. 3) then created a monster that truly had not
been seen before. This painting not only reveals a beast with no
exact form, but a creature that is stripped of visible meaning. Only
through allegory can one see that this is the Church. Likewise, the
second Dalí painting (Fig. 4) is that of the “prostituted Church.”
The artist again creates an image, this even more so than the Doré,
that is chaotic. Meaning in this painting transcends the viewer’s
Earthly limit. It is not apparent to an Earthly observer that this is
the Church. For Dante pilgrim however, sight is all that is
necessary for understanding.
ii. “If Not Written, Then Sketched Out”:
Art as Sight vs. Sight and Art
In Purgatorio, art clearly has a function distinct from simply
observing. Since art breathes, lives, and exists, understanding is
inherent in its code. The art of Purgatorio is alive and as of such,
when Dante pilgrim sees an image, he receives understanding. In
the exemplars of the prideful, the images in Purgatorio are truer
than the real thing. With God as the artist, the experience of art
becomes the experience of reality. The penitents become what
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they observe and, in doing so, relive life and their earthly sins. Art
becomes the medium through which the penitent can purge
themselves. Seeing the art allows them to truly see their sins.
Thus, seeing art allows for understanding of sin and an
experiencing of their sin unlike anything the penitent felt on Earth.
This understanding extends to Dante pilgrim’s observations as
well. As he sees the exemplars, he loses track of time and must be
scolded by Virgil: “…Raise your head! / This is not the time for
walking so absorbed.”7 Dante is so immersed in the image that he
is taken from the real and placed within the art as he begins to
purge himself.
As Dante pilgrim makes his way through Purgatory and
enters Earthly Paradise, seeing becomes the ultimate
understanding. Instead of the concept of art as sight, sight
becomes fused with art and meaning. Upon meeting Matelda:
“…and there appeared to me, as suddenly appears / a thing so
marvelous / it drives away all other thoughts, / a lady, who went
here and there alone, singing…”8 sight and thought begin to
combine as one. There is no longer any contemplation – simply
sight and understanding. The sight of Matelda drives away
thought and, as discussed with the procession of the Church
Triumphant, meaning is ascribed purely by seeing. Even though
the reader must derive meaning from the image, in the Earthly
Paradise meaning is completely familiar to Dante pilgrim. Just as
art, Dante pilgrim must only see it to understand it.
What results is the deconstruction of a signifier/signified
split. On viewing Beatrice, Dante is even more absorbed than
when he was purging his soul: “My eyes were fixed and so intent
/ to satisfy ten years of thirst / that all my other sense were
undone, / walled off from anything around them…”9 His eyes, in
seeing Beatrice, are immersed in her beauty and virtue. Paralleled
in the procession of the Church Triumphant, no longer is reflection
necessary for completion of the signifying chain. Since seeing is
understanding for Dante pilgrim, seeing Beatrice is as seeing
virtue or seeing the gryphon is seeing Christ. Similar to how
observing the art of the prideful is reliving the exemplar’s pride,
seeing anything in the Earthly Paradise is as seeing art in
Purgatorio. What to the reader are words that relate an image, to
Dante pilgrim is both image and word. He relates to Beatrice,
“And I, ‘Even as wax maintains the seal / and does not alter the
imprinted image, / my brain now bears Your stamp.”10 The
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‘words’ of Beatrice are as an image to his consciousness. Revealing
that all of his other senses were undone except sight, Beatrice’s
sounds – her words – are viewed as an image. He is not reflecting
– simply seeing and knowing. It is through this sight that semiotic
synthesis occurs.
Since there is a fusion of signifier and signified, Beatrice
can instruct Dante pilgrim to write as she speaks: in images. To
write in images is, in effect, to write in signifieds. For a linguistic
sign system which embraces the duality of the acoustic image as
signifier and the meaning as the signified, to write in images
would require a liminal state not found on Earth. In Structure,
Sign, and Play, Derrida suggests one of two ways to erase the
distinction between signifier and signified is simply ‘reducing or
deriving the signifier, that is to say, ultimately in submitting the
sign to thought.’ As Dante pilgrim is no longer on the earth
proper, the reader can watch him easily partake in this kind of
fusion in unobstructed sight. Beatrice wants him “Therefore, to
serve the world that lives so ill, / keep your eyes upon the chariot
and write down / what now you see here once you have gone
back.”11 This imperative should then be carried out as follows: “I
wish that, if not written, then sketched out, / you carry what I’ve
said inside you…”12 Beatrice is hoping that Dante will be able to
write down the knowledge that he attains from the Earthly
Paradise. However, even if he cannot write it down, the images
that she speaks will at least be etched into his heart and,
ultimately, thought as sight assimilates the sign to thought –
similar to the way the images are carven on floor in the prideful
terrace. Her spoken images will be carved into Dante pilgrim’s
soul in a way that, no matter where he is, if he looks within he can
relive his experience in Earthly Paradise. What Beatrice speaks and
sketches is art.
iii. “Their False Delights, Turned Back My Steps”:
Art and Sight as a Link to Free Will
Art, as expressed within Purgatory and Earthly Paradise,
has the power to cut Dante pilgrim off from the sensual world. In
seeing Beatrice his senses are undone and in observing the
exemplars of the prideful he is absorbed to the extent of losing his
sense of time. He is often so immersed in the image that he is
taken from reality. Dante pilgrim finds, in Purgatorio, that one can
choose to look back and down or ahead and up. Throughout the
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whole of the text Dante pilgrim must continuously raise his eyes
and is warned early: “he who looks back must then return
outside.”13 And yet, there is choice, Dante pilgrim can choose
which way he desires to look and how long he wishes to look.
However, he cannot choose what he sees. As the penitents are
subject to the exemplars, he too must see and observe Purgatory.
What he sees, what he observes, is the art of Purgatory. As he sees
the art, he lives the art. Becoming fused with what he sees, he
chooses the art and the art in return purges him. With his
purification must come the realization that once Dante pilgrim
ends his journey and sign systems return to normal, he will have
to once again choose his signified. He will have to choose an
image and choose his own art to live in.
Art and sight then, act as an intermediary to free will. An
art that purges allows the penitents to make the “good” choice. As
this same art purges and reforms Dante pilgrim, it is through art
that he can come to understand the truth about love. Dante
espouses an Aristotelian/Aquinas metaphysics to describe free
will. Aquinas established a compatibilist14 notion of free will
which maintains that “Man has free choice, or otherwise counsels,
exhortations, commands, prohibitions, rewards, and punishments
would be in vain.”15 Holding that we are capable of voluntary
actions, he discounts determinism.16 Dante has a similar notion of
free will:
You who are still alive assign each cause
Only to the heavens, as though they drew
All things along upon their necessary paths.
If that were so, free choice would be denied you,
And there would be no justice when one feels
Joy for doing good or misery for evil.
Yes, the heavens give motion to your inclinations.
I don’t say all of them, but, even if I did,
You still possess a light to winnow good from evil,
And you have free will. Should it bear the strain
in its first struggles with the heavens,
Then, rightly nurtured it will conquer all.17

The same Aquinas sentiment is related within Dante: the heavens
do draw things along the necessary path however man still has
moral responsibility. Man cannot blame God because God gives
man choice. Man must choose what is moral. The speaker, Marco,
tells Dante pilgrim it is not God one must blame, but poor
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leadership and, ultimately, oneself.
Virgil then asserts that choice is to be found within love.
Virgil differentiates between a “good” and “bad” love. Good love
is natural and “always without error.”18 Bad love however, “may
err in its chosen goal / or through excessive or deficient vigor.”19
Thus, the sins that the penitent suffer for in Purgatorio are all
examples of “bad” love. Avarice, gluttony, and lust are loves
which are too excessive, wrath is a desire which has a wrong
chosen goal, etc. All of these loves however, are governed by free
will. As man has moral responsibility, Dante pilgrim must learn
that he can choose to not embrace these sins. Since love,
ostensibly, allows every virtue or every punishment, one must
orient it in order to live a life of “good” love. This notion is
reflected in Canto XXXI when Beatrice asks Dante pilgrim what
disoriented his eyes from her to sin. Dante pilgrim replies that,
“Things set in front of me, / with their false delights, turned back
my steps / the moment that Your countenance was hidden.”20 His
love was no longer oriented on the “good” but the “bad” and it is
because of this that Dante pilgrim must eventually take his
journey. And thus, Dante pilgrim learns that he must orient his
love up and ahead. He must be able to see that desire from which
he must turn away – he must know sin. It is through the art of
Purgatorio that Dante pilgrim can gain knowledge of free will. The
art has purged him and, since he is purified, he can embrace past
experience and with that knowledge, follow a true path of desire.
Thus, the art of Purgatorio serves as an intermediary to free
will. Art, as defined in Purgatorio, is truer than the real and can, in
fact, come to life. The living image is able to purge the penitent as
they relive experience of their sins through sight. As well, for
Dante pilgrim, sight becomes understanding. To comprehend
allegory and image, all Dante pilgrim does is see. Often he is
removed from his senses: “At this my mind had so withdrawn into
itself/there was no impulse from outside/that could impinge
upon my senses,”21 and left only with sight – in his example it is
the images of Ahasuerus, Esther, and Mordecai that he observes.
Frequently, the only sense available to Dante pilgrim is sight. As
he delves deeper into Purgatory, sight becomes more closely fused
with thought until there is no longer a difference. To see clearly is
to understand. This is magnified as the difference between
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signifier and signified is erased. Beatrice speaks in images and
hopes that Dante can at least sketch the image if he cannot write it
down. He is instructed, if he can, to actually write in images.
Imagination, as a variation of sight, behaves similarly: “O
imagination, which at times so robs us / of outward things we pay
no heed, / though a thousand trumpets sound around us, / who
sets you into motion if the senses offer / nothing? A light, formed
in the heavens, moves you / either of itself or by a will that sends
it down.”22
Imagination, as Hollander paraphrases, the “imagereceiving capacity of the mind,”23 is moved by a will sent down by
heaven – what can be thought of as free will. Through observation
of art and sight in general, Dante pilgrim comes to the meaning of
“good” love. He learns, through being purged, how to correctly
orient one’s love toward that which is pure, toward Beatrice and
God. Due to the art that he observes and because of what he is
taught through seeing, he can attain the heavenly orientation of
free will. With this free will, Dante pilgrim can then choose true
sight and the art he desires to become.
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Platonic Models of Love,
Honor, and Responsibility
in Spanish Courtly Love Literature
Lauren Forsythe,
Davidson College
The sentimental novel of fifteenth-century Spain detailed
the era’s ideal of courtly love. A noble typically fell in love with a
queen or other married woman of higher standing, desiring an
impossible relationship. He was to ask of his beloved only one
thing: the acceptance of his lifelong service to her. The consent to
his service represents the highest level of consummation a courtly
lover could hope for; any level of physical or emotional intimacy
between members of different social classes was highly
dishonorable to the beloved’s reputation. Thus, the responsibility a
lover held to serve his beloved extended to an accountability for
her honor; her reputation was his burden, and the ideal lover was
obligated to protect his beloved in the public eye.
This responsibility traces back to the classical world and
can be viewed with particular interest through Plato’s discourse,
the Symposium. The shadows of classical responsibility and honor
in love relationships transform through Spanish courtly love
literature from strictly following the traditional code to completely
inverting the typical gender roles of the time. During the revival of
the classical world in fifteenth-century Spain, Diego de San Pedro’s
Prison of Love (1492) and Fernando de Rojas’ The Spanish Bawd
(1499) demonstrate how courtly love literature takes its cues from
Plato’s classical text to move from the masculine responsibility of
courtly love in the former text, to a feminine possibility of honor
and power in the latter.
The platonic service and honor between lover and beloved
are best originally accessed through Pausanius’ speech when he
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